AIMSWeb® Administration and Technical Manual

Grades 2–6
Administration Directions
Before you begin, turn off any cell phones, beepers, or watch alarms. For appropriate grades, make
sure all students have their cell phones turned off.
The instructions are carefully worded with simple, age-appropriate language. What you say to the
student is in bold print.
Say to the students:
We’re going to take an 8-minute math test.
Read the problems carefully and work each problem in the order presented. Do not skip around.
If you do not know how to work a problem, mark it with an X and move on. Once you have tried all
of the problems in order, you may go back to the beginning of the worksheet and try to complete
the problems you marked.
Write the answers to the problems in the blanks. For multiple choice questions, place the letter (A,
B, or C) of the correct answer in the blank.
You do not have to show your work, but you may if that is helpful for you in working the problems.
Keep working until you have completed all of the problems or I tell you to stop.
Do you have any questions?
Answer any questions the students may have, hand the students their probes, and say:
Here are your tests.
Put your name, your teacher’s name, and the date on each page in the space provided.
Do not start working until I tell you to begin.
Allow the students time to write their information on the probe.
Begin.
If a student asks a question or requests clarification, redirect him or her to the probe and say:
Read the directions again, and work the problem the best you can.
If you still do not understand the problem or are unable to work it, you may move to the next
question.
When the appropriate time has elapsed (8 minutes for grades 2–6), say:
Stop and put down your pencil.
If a student(s) continues to work, re-state:
Stop working now and put down your pencil.
At this time, the examiner should collect the probe and proceed to scoring.
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Appendix B

Grades 7–8
Administration Directions
Before you begin, turn off any cell phones, beepers, or watch alarms. For appropriate grades, make
sure all students have their cell phones turned off.
The instructions are carefully worded with simple, age-appropriate language. What you say to the
student is in bold print.
Say to the students:
We’re going to take a 10-minute math test.
Read the problems carefully and work each problem in the order presented. Do not skip around.
If you do not know how to work a problem, mark it with an X and move on. Once you have tried all
of the problems in order, you may go back to the beginning of the worksheet and try to complete
the problems you marked.
Write the answers to the problems in the blanks. For multiple choice questions, place the letter (A,
B, or C) of the correct answer in the blank.
You do not have to show your work, but you may if that is helpful for you in working the problems.
Keep working until you have completed all of the problems or I tell you to stop.
Do you have any questions?
Answer any questions the students may have, hand the students their probes, and say:
Here are your tests.
Put your name, your teacher’s name, and the date on each page in the space provided.
Do not start working until I tell you to begin.
Allow the students time to write their information on the probe.
Begin.
If a student asks a question or requests clarification, redirect him or her to the probe and say:
Read the directions again, and work the problem the best you can.
If you still do not understand the problem or are unable to work it, you may move to the next
question.
When the appropriate time has elapsed (10 minutes for grades 7–8), say:
Stop and put down your pencil.
If a student(s) continues to work, re-state:
Stop working now and put down your pencil.
At this time, the examiner should collect the probe and proceed to scoring.
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